That cycle-slips remain undetected will significantly degrade the accuracy of the navigation solution when using carrier phase measurements in global positioning system (GPS). In this paper, an algorithm based on length-4 symmetric/anti-symmetric (SA4) orthogonal multi-wavelet is presented to detect and identify cycle-slips in the context of the feature of the GPS zero-differential carrier phase measurements. Associated with the local singularity detection principle, cycle-slips can be detected and located precisely through the modulus maxima of the coefficients achieved by the multi-wavelet transform. Firstly, studies are focused on the feasibility of the algorithm employing the orthogonal multi-wavelet system such as Geronimo-Hardin-Massopust (GHM), Chui-Lian (CL) and SA4. Moreover, the mathematical characterization of singularities with Lipschitz exponents is explained, the modulus maxima from wavelet to multi-wavelet domain is extended and a localization formula is provided from the modulus maxima of the coefficients to the original observation. Finally, field experiments with real receiver are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Because SA4 possesses the specific nature of good multi-filter properties (GMPs), it is superior to scalar wavelet and other orthogonal multi-wavelet candidates distinctly, and for the half-cycle slip, it also remains better detection, location ability and the equal complexity of wavelet transform.
Introduction

1
Position and attitude information is an important component in all applications of surveying, navigation, control and guidance. Global positioning system (GPS) can provide this information individually. In particular, for the integrated inertial navigation system (INS) and GPS system used in land vehicle navigation, it can be employed to calibrate the natural, time-dependent error drift of the central INS (the so-called GPS-aided INS system). In order to obtain high precision positioning results with such a system, carrier phase measurements in GPS are widely used due to its sub-centimeter precision. If GPS signals are continuously tracked and loss-of-lock never occur, the integer ambiguities determined at the beginning stage of a survey will be valid for the whole period that GPS is used. However, this value may be affected by receiver antenna shaded in "urban canyon" or foliated environments, low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the satellite signal, and failure for the electromagnetic interference in receiver itself, in the cases of which the ambiguity values are "lost" and must be re-determined. Specifically, as far as the receiver is concerned, these phenomena are manifested with the discontinuity in integer-cycle carrier phase (ICP) output, which is named cycle-slip. The cycle-slip undetected will significantly degrade the accuracy of the GPS navigation solution.
Several techniques have been developed to detect and reduce cycle-slips, such as the use of the first, second, third and even fourth epoch-wise time differences
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license. Aeronautics 25(2012) [227] [228] [229] [230] [231] [232] [233] [234] [235] No. 2 to highlight any anomalous single epoch slips [1] , the double or triple epoch-difference residuals [2] , low-order polynomial fittings [3] , ionosphere residuals [4] , extrapolation method [5] and standard extended Kalman filter [6] [7] [8] , etc [9] [10] . Although all of these techniques are effective, limitations are also obvious, e.g., the high order difference is only suitable for the detection of the large cycle-slip (>5 cycles) [11] , ionosphere residuals need the dual frequency GPS receiver, and the extended Kalman filter cannot be expected to achieve the desirable kinematic results.
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Then, application employing wavelet [9, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] is introduced for its time-frequency localization properties, considering that the traditional methods mentioned above can be classified into two categories: either time domain analysis or the frequency domain analysis in accordance with the measurement sequence used in algorithms. When using wavelet method, cycle-slips can be regarded as a kind of singularity problems, and singularities of a signal can be characterized by the modulus of their decomposed coefficients by wavelet transforms, but in practice, the minor cycle-slip cannot be detected [12] either. For better performance and delicate detection ability, in this paper, we propose a new cycle-slip detection scheme based on a multi-wavelet decomposition and reconstruction technique with more freedom for the overwhelming features better than wavelet: a scalar (or traditional) wavelet cannot possess compact support, orthogonal and high-order vanishing moments simultaneously but multi-wavelet can [17] . The features such as compact support, orthogonality, symmetry and high order vanishing moments are well known and very important in wavelet and multi-wavelet design. Symmetric property allows symmetric extension when dealing with the signal discontinuity. Orthogonality generates independent sub-signals. A larger number of vanishing moments result in a system capable of representing high-degree polynomials with a small number of terms. And another important element is that multi-wavelet has the computational complexity of O(n) [18] (n is the length of the sequence), which is equal to wavelet case.
Cycle-slip Occurrence and the Observation
The basic equation of GPS carrier phase observation at epoch t is [15] 0 0
where N 0 refers to the initial integer cycle ambiguity generated by comparing the carrier phases received from satellites with the duplicate in the receiver. INT(·) is the count computed by the Doppler frequency shift resulting from the two objects with relative velocity, and the fractional part of integer cycle phase denoted by FR(·). With a specific satellite tracked, the integer number of cycles, N 0 , will remain constant and invariable. The latter two items on the right side of Eq. (1) can be extracted and form the following equation which is denoted as ICP measurements.
As long as the connection between the receiver and the satellite is not broken, will be a sequence generated by successive counts, and displays itself as a smooth curve approximately. Nevertheless, due to the limitation of operation principle of the integer cycle counter in the GPS receiver and the reasons mentioned in Section 1, multipath effects [19] or the very low SNR, etc. can also distort the satellite signal. All these factors may lead to a temporary loss-of-lock in the carrier-tracking loop, and corrupt the carrier phase and the Doppler shift counter. The re-initialization of Doppler shift counter will give rise to a discontinuous output although the loop can be re-established. As a result, this discontinuity of an integer number of cycles will not only affect the result on the current epoch, but also make it invalid for all from this epoch.
In the case of signal loss or the cycle-slip occurrence, the continuity of the output observation sequence is broken and shows as a stepped jump (see Fig. 1 ). A visualized perspective can be achieved by comparing the ideal signal with real output at t i . From the signal-processing point of view, the observation curve will be no longer continuous after cycle-slip occurrence. It is the jump-discontinuity that can be detected as the singularity by further analysis of the regularity on epoch-wise. 
Cycle-slip Detection via Multi-wavelet Analysis
In dealing with the issue of cycle-slips with wavelet analysis, by using the modulus maxima of the wavelet decomposition coefficients, singularity detection principle can locate the occurrence position of the cycle-slip accurately [8] . However, the results are unsatisfactory for the minor cycle-slips in zero-differential carrier phase [12] . Therefore, we consider introducing multi-wavelet analysis for cycle-slip detection. 
Multi-resolution analysis (MRA) of multi-wavelet
Multi-wavelet constitutes a new part that, in recent years, supplements wavelet theory. It can be seen as vector-valued wavelets that satisfy conditions in which matrices are involved, rather than scalars, as in the wavelet case. In the multi-wavelet more than one scaling function and mother wavelet are used to represent a given signal. The concept of MRA can be extended from the scalar case to general dimension r (r >1). For simplicity of exposition meanwhile without loss of generality, the refinement function vectors (t) can be constructed by two scaling function (r = 2) in the space of all square-integrable functions L 2 (R): 1 (t) and 2 (t).
For j Z , a subspace sequence can be defined [17] :
where span{ } is the subspace generated by i,j,k (t), and j the dilation factor in the scale domain, k the shift in the timeline domain. Then, the subspace sequences satisfy
Like the refinement equation in the scalar wavelet system, multi-wavelet function may also satisfy it in accordance with matrix forms due to 1 0 V V . And, the relationship between adjacent subspaces can be expressed by the refinement function vectors (t).
where G k is a 2×2 matrix of filter coefficients or namely low-pass multi-filter banks. An MRA in L 2 (R) space is established through (t), and (t) forms the 2-multiple scaling function.
Orthogonal multi-wavelet system
For the special case that multi-scaling function vector (t) meets the self-orthogonal condition, now let W j denote a space orthogonal complementing V j in V j 1 , and let
T . There will be an orthogonal multi-wavelet system constructed by (t) and (t) as long as (t) meets the self-orthogonal condition, too. Multi-wavelet function vector (t) meets the two-scale refinement equation
where H k is a 2×2 matrix of filter coefficients or namely high-pass multi-filter banks.
In the orthogonal multi-wavelet system, the orthonormality condition implies the following constraint equations:
where I 2 denotes a 2×2 identity matrix, and i,j a Kronecker delta function. Now, let
where the integrals defined by the inner products are component-wise. With the notice of the orthogonality condition, the decomposition formulae (analysis equations) take the form
, ,
where v j,k and w j,k indicate the multi-scaling and multi-wavelet coefficient vectors after the kth shift on the jth scale, respectively. The corresponding reconstruction formula (synthesis equation) take the form
Selection of multi-wavelet bases and multi-filter banks
Similar to the scalar wavelet case, one of the inevitable issues is to select the best multi-wavelet basis function. Three popular and classical orthogonal multi-wavelet systems, Geronimo-Hardin-Massopust (GHM), Chui-Lian (CL) and length-4 symmetric/ anti-symmetric (SA4) are employed, and then detection and detailed analysis are attached to the raw ICP measurements (including intentional cycle-slips) acquired by the GPS receiver, separately. Fig. 2 plots the multi-scaling and multi-wavelet functions of the GHM, CL and SA4 orthogonal multi-wavelet system altogether.
Using the fractal interpolation functions (FIFs), Geronimo, Hardin, and Massopust successfully constructed one of the earliest multi-wavelet systems which are very important for the generation of multi-wavelets in 1994, which we shall refer to as the GHM multi-wavelet system [20] [21] . The GHM system (see Fig. 2 with dotted line) has very remarkable properties, i.e., two orthogonal multi-scaling functions and two multi-wavelet functions, which are symmetric. The system has second-order approximation, and scaling functions have very short supports and translates between the scaling functions are orthogonal. For the GHM multi-scaling functions there are the following coefficient matrices G i and H i (i=0, 1, 2, 3): 
G H G H
Another symmetric orthogonal multi-wavelet system with approximation order 2 can be attributed to Chui and Lian [22] in 1995. Both scaling functions are supported on [0, 2], which is slightly longer than GHM. For the CL system (see Fig. 2 with dashed line), only three coefficient matrices G i and H i (i=0, 1, 2) are required:
H H H
The latest one is SA4 (Fig. 2 with solid line) , a CL-like symmetric/anti-symmetric family, proposed by Tham, et al. [23] in 2000 based on the idea of equivalent scalar (wavelet) filter banks and a set of new designed criteria for multi-wavelet, namely good multi-filter properties (GMPs) [23] [24] [25] . It is clearly indicated by Tham, et al. [26] that SA4 family has the GMP order of at least 1, and multi-wavelet with this property has better performance than that does not possess GMP. It also has four coefficient matrices G i and H i (i=0, 1, 2, 3): 
H SH S H SH S
where S=diag(1, 1), and is a variable parameter in the SA4 family orthogonal multi-wavelet system. If =4+ 15 , the GMP order of SA4 system with only 1 order approximation order is (1, 2, 1) .
Although GHM and CL systems are most commonly used orthogonal multi-wavelet systems and have the remarkable properties described above, it is worth noting that both GHM system and CL system have the higher approximation order than that of SA4 system, but they do not possess the feature of GMPs.
Detection and repair of cycle-slips
As mentioned above, cycle-slips can be treated as the jump-discontinuity. From the signal analysis point of view and in the scalar case, it is a kind of typical application that the location of singularities can be detected by local maxima of the wavelet transform modulus. That is the so-called "wavelet transform modulus maxima" (WTMM) [27] . In order to detect the cycle-slip in raw ICP measurements, a multi-wavelet modulus maxima (MWMM) detection approach is proposed in this paper by extending the WTMM. However, unlike scalar wavelet
case in which Mallat's pyramid algorithms can be employed directly, the application of multi-wavelet requires the input signal to be firstly vectorized, which is a problem popularly known as multi-wavelet initialization or pre-filtering (see Fig. 3 ). In this section, the solution of MWMM detection will be addressed, combining with different pre-processing methods.
2 2 down-sampling Fig. 3 The block diagram of pre-filtering and decomposition for ICP.
Singularity detection principle and modulus maxima of multi-wavelet transform coefficients
In signal processing, much of a signal's information is covered in regions of abrupt change (extreme point, zero-crossing point, zero point interval and sharp variation). Such regions are usually considered as the discrete expression of singularities in an underlying continuous function. Signal singularities have specific scaling invariance characterized by Lipschitz exponents. The Lipschitz exponent, which is also called the Hölder exponent, is a generalized measure of the differentiability of a function and can be defined in the time domain [27] [28] [29] . For a given signal x(t), if there exists a constant K>0, and m= (largest integer n ) degree polynomial 0 ( )
where 0 ( ) t P t is the Taylor expansion of x(t) at t 0 , with the remainder of Taylor, R m 1 (t). Then the Lipschitz exponent at t 0 is . We estimate the Lipschitz regularity of the corresponding singularity by computing the best Lipschitz exponent , and the bigger means more smoothness and vice versa.
It has been proved that the local Lipschitz exponent of a signal can be estimated by wavelet transform. In detail, given some discredited versions of a signal with several localized discontinuities, the discontinuities may be located and characterized (via ) using the WTMM. Singularities are detected by finding the abscissa (time axis) where the WTMM converges at fine scales. This means that large wavelet coefficients are located at sharp signal transitions only.
It should be emphasized again that cycle-slips are all jump-discontinuities and of course can be treated as singularities in raw ICP measurements. Extending traditional scalar wavelet-based singularity detection approaches to multi-wavelet transformation domain, the more accurate results may be expected.
The preceding review suggests that, multi-wavelet is basically a multi-filter, so it needs several input streams rather than one. In order to start the cascade algorithm, one must preprocess scalar data in order to get vector input. There are different ways to do the preprocessing: over sampling (repeated row preprocessing), critical sampling (approximation preprocessing), etc [16, [23] [24] . Suppose x(t) is the raw ICP measurements with cycle-slips. Here the input length-2 vectors are formed from the original time series x(t) via
where P is mentioned as the pre-processing matrix described above and depicted in Fig. 3 . Similar to the singularity detection principle of scalar wavelet, construction in the multi-wavelet case must satisfy the admissibility condition firstly. Consequently, there will also be a smooth function vector: (14) where * is the convolution operator, and MW indicates the multi-wavelet transform from now then.
Assume that for any function f (t), f s (t) denotes the dilation of f (t) by the scale factor s:
The modulus of the multi-wavelet coefficients can be defined by the vector 1-norm (absolute value norm):
Besides, the localization expressions can be derived for the different pre-processing methods, and the location of singular point can be acquired through the following analysis.
1) Over sampling: Obviously, repeated row pre-processing doubles the number of input data points and remains the signal length. Location expression can · 232 · Aeronautics 25(2012) (17) where K e represents the epoch of cycle-slips occurrence, K p the point of modulus maxima of decomposed coefficients, J the decomposition level and n the length of signal. If there is no 2 down-sampling process used after decomposing, the expression should be simplified as e p
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2) Critical sampling: Since the input signal will be sampled at the half-integers after pre-processing, the location expression is 
Correspondingly, the simplify expression is
Different from the former, critical sampling remains all of the numbers of input data points and signal length totally, and leads to a relatively lower computation burden. Therefore, critical sampling is the actual choice in the field experiment at last.
Repair for cycle-slips
Once cycle-slips are detected and further located accurately, the observed carrier phase signal needs to be "repaired" at those points. The algorithm of repair is, relatively, plain to be implemented by many of the traditional methods.
As to these points, we can start "repairing" the damaged multi-wavelet coefficients using the interpolation polynomial [12] , then reconstruct by inverse multi-wavelet transform, or the cycle-slip can be treated as noise, so Donoho de-noising methods [30] can be used on the other hand.
Moreover, practically, after cycle-slips happening, the subsequent data will be deteriorated. Abandoning the latest half segment of damaged data and re-calculating integer cycle ambiguous may be a wise and effective approach.
Analysis of Experimental Results
Experimental data set
In order to illustrate the performance of our approach, experiments were carried out on the top of the 6# Teaching Building at the Beijing Institute of Technology, China, on the 28th September 2009. One hour of data were collected at sampling interval of 1 s with the NovAtel SuperStarII OEM GPS receiver. Here, we pick out the 1 024 epochs of PRN1, PRN3 and PRN8 as the research satellite objects, which are listed partly in Table 1 . In this section, we compare the performances in cycle-slip detection between GHM, CL orthogonal multi-wavelet transforms, SA4 symmetric/anti-symmetric orthogonal multi-wavelet, and Daubechies 4 (DB4) scalar wavelet transforms due to Daubechies.
In addition, on behalf of the data set output from our test receiver, two important steps must be noticed and processed at first. 1) Acquisition and extraction the raw ICP measurement from output of test receiver can be easily achieved through the #23 navigation message [31] included in the binary stream, which can be received from the build-in serial port or the StarView kit provided by NovAtel Inc. Once we have picked out a binary stream fragment only including carrier phase information, the following step of decoding the 32 bits unsigned ICP measurements with the precision of 1/1 024 can be used to get the increased delta value by subtracting the encoded measurement at the last epoch. However, we must be aware of carrier phase "wraps" at value 2 30 cycles (2 30 /1 024 = 2 20 ) for some bandwidth reducing purposes. In order to recover the real carrier phase value, a so-called "unwrap" process (similar to a polar modifier) should be executed before the further handling (see Fig. 4 ). 2) The raw ICP measurements can be shifted by clock biases and other time-related error sources, which may produce discontinuities similar to cycleslips. These errors should not be smoothed as the cycle-slips, because they will be regarded as the individNo.2
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· 233 · ual unknown in the latter stage of navigation resolution and will not affect the final result. Furthermore, as the equivalent range errors corresponding to the clock biases are common to all measurements at that moment, the time-related errors are eliminated before cycle-slip detection and repair can be attained through single-differencing the measurements between satellites [32] . Firstly, some time (epoch) tags can be collected from each raw ICP measurement belonging to each available satellite, through the singularity detection using multi-wavelet, and the results may include the fake cycle slips (clock biases). Secondly, two arbitrary sets of time tag records from different satellites will be picked out and compared, if one of these tags occurs more than once, then all the duplicated tags should be removed from all the records for each satellite channel. Finally, we can get the real time tags at which the pure cycle-slips arise and the fake ones remove.
Experimental analysis of detecting cycle-slips
Depending on characteristic of cycle-slips, the event of cycle-slips occurrence can be seen as the jump-discontinuity. By decomposing to the scale of J=1 ( 2 1 : level 1) with multi-wavelet transform, analyzing decomposed detail coefficients, and then calculating the modulus maxima within this scale, the epoch of the cycle-slip occurrence in the sequence of carrier phase measurements as singularities may be located accurately.
Since it is difficult to evaluate the algorithm's performance without knowing the truth, the cycle-slip is simulated as follows. The raw L 1 ICP measurements are obtained from the test receiver, and 2-, 1-and 0.5-cycle slip are arbitrarily spread into it at the epoch of 170, 400, 850 on PRN1, PRN3 and PRN8 through software. In the following work, PRN1 will be picked out as a paradigm to depict and analyze the performance of our approach. And GHM/CL/SA4 multi-wavelet and DB4 scalar wavelet are used to analyze the carrier phase measurements, respectively. In addition, a quick glance should be cast at that the 0.5-cycle slip is not an "integer" cycle, which can be explained by the 180° adjustment for the bi-phase modulation [31] in the GPS navigation message. Figure 5 demonstrates the level-1 decomposition using conventional scalar wavelet DB4, and the cycle-slip detection effect analyzed by the modulus maxima method-only at the 170th epoch (2-cycle slip) is obtained in the three designate slips, meanwhile, others are submerged in the measurements. Therefore, as a point of our opinions, we can conclude that DB4 scalar wavelet cannot be qualified to detect 1-cycle or 0.5-cycle slip in our designed experiment.
Figures 6-8 plot the results of multi-wavelet transform with the critical sampling pre-filter process. In each subplot, the latest sub-figure is used to denote the detective effect for all three kinds of singularities (cycle-slips) using a specific multi-wavelet.
By comparing every subplot in Fig. 6-8 , GHM and SA4 get all the three singular points in contrast with CL's two of three. It is obvious that the former two outperform CL multi-wavelet for our designated purpose. Furthermore, if we partially enlarge drawings of GHM and SA4 at the epoch location of the 0.5-cycle slip occurrence, then, the best performance is due to the SA4 orthogonal multi-wavelet with the approximation pre-filter (Fig. 9 , Table 2 ). In fact, that SA4 gets the best performance may be owe to its GMP order (1, 2, 1) . After locating the singular points in the decomposing coefficients successfully, in terms of the descriptions in Section 3.2.1, the location of cycle-slips in the raw signal can be calculated easily using Eq. (19) . The detailed part of the coefficients has jumped at the abscissa 298, 356, 468; the corresponding epochs of cycle-slips in original raw ICP measurements are located at 170th, 400th, and 850th. 
Conclusions
In order to attain high precision positioning and navigation results with GPS, cycle-slips must be correctly detected, located and removed at the data preprocessing stage. We introduce the multi-wavelet algorithm into the detection of the cycle-slip, combined with the modulus maxima method of the singularity detection principle to detect and locate the cycle-slip. The field experiment reveals that the SA4 multi-wavelet outperforms in detecting cycle-slips in a .very high precision. Otherwise, because the computa tional complexity in decomposition/reconstruction of multi-wavelet analysis is similar to scalar wavelet analysis, i.e. O(n), and the extra burden concentrates mainly in the pre-filter stage which occurs only once. It will not increase largely in the property of computational complexity with regard to scalar wavelet.
